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Abstract We systematically quantify the pathways and time scales that set the efﬁciency, Ebio , of the
global biological pump by applying Green-function-based diagnostics to a data-assimilated phosphorus
cycle embedded in a jointly assimilated ocean circulation. We consider ‘‘bio pipes’’ that consist of phosphorus paths that connect speciﬁed regions of last biological utilization with regions where regenerated phosphate ﬁrst reemerges into the euphotic zone. The bio pipes that contribute most to Ebio connect the Eastern
Equatorial Paciﬁc (EEqP) and Equatorial Atlantic to the Southern Ocean ((21 6 3)% of Ebio ), as well as the
Southern Ocean to itself ((15 6 3)% of Ebio ). The bio pipes with the largest phosphorus ﬂow rates connect
the EEqP to itself and the subantarctic Southern Ocean to itself. The global mean sequestration time of the
biological pump is 130 6 70 years, while the sequestration time of the bio pipe from anywhere to the Antarctic region of the Southern Ocean is 430 6 30 years. The distribution of phosphorus ﬂowing within a given
bio pipe is quantiﬁed by its transit-time partitioned path density. For the largest bio pipes, 1/7 of their
phosphorus is carried by thermocline paths with transit times less than 300–400 years, while 4/7 of their
phosphorus is carried by abyssal paths with transit times exceeding 700 years. The path density reveals
that Antarctic Intermediate Water carries about a third of the regenerated phosphate last utilized in the
EEqP that is destined for the Southern Ocean euphotic zone. The Southern Ocean is where (62 6 2)% of the
regenerated inventory and (69 6 1)% of the preformed inventory ﬁrst reemerge into the euphotic zone.
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1. Introduction
The biological pump removes organic matter from the surface ocean and sequesters carbon at depth [e.g.,
Raven and Falkowski, 1999; Archer et al., 2000] and therefore plays a crucial role in the atmosphere-ocean
carbon balance, with implications for climate change and ocean acidiﬁcation [e.g., Broecker, 1982; Marinov
et al., 2008a, 2008b; Sigman et al., 2010]. The efﬁciency of the biological pump is set by the interplay of the
ocean’s advective-diffusive circulation with the biological uptake of nutrients and subsequent biogenic particle transport and remineralization. This interplay between the physical and biogenic transport of nutrients
shapes the global ocean ecosystem and establishes the global-scale teleconnections between nutrient utilization in one region and nutrient resupply, and ultimately biological production, in another region. The
paths and ﬂow rates that mediate these teleconnections constitute the ‘‘plumbing’’ of the biological pump.
Here we systematically diagnose the nutrient pathways throughout the world oceans to quantify how this
‘‘plumbing’’ controls the global efﬁciency of the biological pump.
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Because phosphate (PO4) is necessary in the metabolism of all phytoplankton, it is common to approximate
PO4 as the limiting nutrient and key all biological production to the phosphorus cycle [e.g., Smith, 1984;
Howarth, 1988], an approach we will follow here. Early studies quantiﬁed the efﬁciency of the biological
pump in terms of the vertical gradients of dissolved organic carbon [e.g., Volk and Hoffert, 1985]. More
recently, the biological pump efﬁciency has been deﬁned in terms of regenerated phosphate by Ito and
Follows [2005] to explore the sensitivity of the atmospheric CO2 partial pressure to oceanic nutrient drawdown. Here we extend their study to analyze the circulation control on biological pump efﬁciency in detail.
Over the last decade, a number of studies have addressed the high-latitude control on global nutrient cycles
[e.g., Sarmiento et al., 2004; Marinov et al., 2006]. Primeau et al. [2013] used a simple data-assimilated phosphorus cycling model to investigate the response of the pump efﬁciency to altered nutrient utilization in
the Southern Ocean. Holzer and Primeau [2013] investigated the pathways and time scales that connect
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utilization in the Southern Ocean with production in the subtropical and subpolar gyres of the North Atlantic, and how these change when Southern Ocean utilization is perturbed. A complementary study by Palter
et al. [2010] used synthetic tracers within an ocean model to quantify the importance of various water
masses, as well as the role of the overturning circulation in returning nutrients to the pycnocline. We extend
and generalize these studies by systematically analyzing the global distribution of the pathways and time
scales of the combined physical/biogenic nutrient transport in the current state of the ocean and how these
control the global efﬁciency of the biological pump. Our work is a natural extension and generalization of
the study by DeVries et al. [2012] who related the distribution of times with which exported phosphate
remains in the aphotic interior to the efﬁciency of the biological pump in terms of a geographically distributed sequestration efﬁciency.
Here we systematically analyze the ocean’s nutrient cycling to address the following key questions:
1. What is the geographic distribution of the biological pump and its leaks?
2. What are the dominant connections between nutrient uptake and nutrient resupply across the world
oceans?
3. What are the three-dimensional pathways, time scales, and ﬂow rates that mediate these connections
and how much do they contribute to the efﬁciency of the biological pump?
Our analysis quantiﬁes the contributions of the global preformed and regenerated nutrient pathways to the
biological pump efﬁciency. Pathways are quantiﬁed not only in terms of the geographic connections
between nutrient suppliers and receptors, but also in terms of the three-dimensional, transit-time partitioned nutrient path density. The dominant contributors to the biological pump efﬁciency are paths from
productive equatorial regions to the Southern Ocean (SO) as well as SO-to-SO ‘‘trapped’’ paths. The SO is
thus not only the biological pump’s primary leak providing most of the world ocean’s preformed nutrients,
but also the preferred destination of regenerated nutrients. A key pathway of regenerated nutrients to the
SO is via recirculating Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) accessed in tropical and subtropical regions
through biogenic particle transport.

2. Model
2.1. Circulation
We use the data-assimilated, steady nonseasonal circulation of Primeau et al. [2013], which is similar to that
of DeVries and Primeau [2011] except that the horizontal resolution has been increased to 28328, and CFC11 and PO4 have been incorporated as tracer constraints in addition to temperature, salinity, and radiocarbon. The circulation is constrained dynamically and the data assimilation used the wind-stress climatology
of Trenberth et al. [1989] and speciﬁed horizontal and vertical viscosities of Ah 553104 m2 s21 and Av 51024
m2 s21. The circulation’s advective-diffusive transport operator has ﬁxed horizontal and vertical eddy diffusivities of 103 and 1025 m2 s21, respectively. While the diffusivity tensor is not aligned with the isopycnals,
the data assimilation adjusts the velocity ﬁeld such that the overall advection-diffusion results in tracer
ﬁelds and heat and freshwater transports that have high ﬁdelity to the observations [DeVries and Primeau,
2011]. Although it is possible that the velocity ﬁeld has some unrealistic features to compensate for the
nonrotated diffusivity, the integrated transport of tracers is well captured. (This is underscored by the fact
that if we repeat our calculations with the newer data-assimilated circulations of DeVries [2014] that all have
a rotated diffusivity, we obtain virtually identical results, albeit with a slightly worse ﬁt to the PO4 ﬁeld,
which was not assimilated by DeVries [2014].) We emphasize that the circulation used effectively provides a
ventilation-weighted transport because it has been optimized against PO4 and the ventilation tracers CFC11 and radiocarbon. The steady model circulation, which has no seasonal cycle, thus does not bias estimates of preformed nutrients as an annual-average circulation would.
2.2. Phosphorus Cycle
We base our diagnostics on a simple steady model of the phosphorus cycle that was jointly assimilated
with the physical circulation by Primeau et al. [2013]. The optimized control variables of the phosphorus
cycle are the phosphate uptake ﬁeld, the Martin exponent of the organic particle-ﬂux proﬁle (approximated
as globally uniform), and the global phosphate inventory. The assimilation included a nonsmoothness penalty for the uptake ﬁeld. For details see the work of Primeau et al. [2013], where the model’s export
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production, regenerated and preformed phosphate ﬁelds, and dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP) distributions are documented. The root-mean-square (RMS) volume-weighted mismatch between modeled and
observed [PO4] is a mere 4% of the global mean with no systematic biases. Because the phosphorus cycle
was jointly assimilated with the circulation, the steady ventilation-weighted circulation does not inappropriately bias the phosphorus cycle toward winter conditions. The model’s global preformed PO4 inventory is
(61 6 4)%, which compares well with an independent estimate of 59% based on apparent oxygen utilization
[Primeau et al., 2013].
The phosphorus cycle explicitly transports inorganic phosphate (PO4 ) and dissolved organic phosphorus
(DOP) and couples them via remineralization and biological utilization. Denoting the concentrations of PO4
and DOP by PI and PO , respectively, we write the phosphorus tracer equations as
" # "
#" # "
#
T 1c 2j
PI
2cg ðPI 2PI Þ
@ PI
1
5
;
(1)
@t PO
PO
0
T 1j
S c PI
where the operator T is the advection-eddy-diffusion operator, cðrÞ is the PO4 uptake rate constant at point
r, and j is the globally uniform rate constant for remineralizing DOP. The uptake rate constants are diagnosed from the data-assimilated PO4 uptake rate per unit volume, JðrÞ, as cðrÞ5JðrÞ=PI ðrÞ, which is nonzero
only in the euphotic zone modeled as the upper 73.4 m of the water column (top two model layers). Note
that equation (1) has precisely the same solution as the data-assimilated phosphorus cycle, but is completely linear in the PO4 and DOP concentrations, allowing us to use Green-function-based diagnostics to trace
phosphorus through the ocean [Primeau et al., 2013; Holzer and Primeau, 2013].
The source of DOP per unit volume is given by SJ, where the operator S instantaneously reassigns the PO4
uptake per unit volume, cðrÞPI ðrÞ, to a source of DOP throughout the water column: a fraction r of the
uptake is reassigned to a source of DOP in the euphotic zone, while the remaining fraction ð12rÞ becomes
a DOP source proportional to the divergence of a power-law particle-ﬂux proﬁle in the aphotic zone (Martin
exponent b)—see the work of Kwon and Primeau [2006] and Primeau et al. [2013] for details. In (1), the weak
relaxation to the observed global mean phosphate concentration PI , with a ‘‘geological’’ (subscript g) restor6
ing time scale c21
g 510 years, is introduced so that the total amount of phosphorus in the ocean is determined even for the steady-state equations (i.e., even without a speciﬁed initial phosphate ﬁeld).
We use the parameter values b 5 0.70, r51=3, and j5ð0:5 yearÞ21 of the data-assimilated phosphorus
cycle. Only b was optimized, r and j were speciﬁed. The relative sensitivity of the preformed and regenerated phosphate ﬁelds to variations in these parameters is documented in the work of Primeau et al. [2013].
(The maximum zonally averaged relative sensitivities ðj=Preg Þ@Preg =@j and ðj=Ppre Þ@Ppre =@j lie in the upper
ocean and are 20%.) In the analyses below,
the uncertainty dX in a quantity X was estimated from the
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
linear sensitivities to b, r, and j as dX5 ð@b X dbÞ2 1ð@r X drÞ2 1ð@j X djÞ2 . We took db50:35; dr50:15,
and dj5ð0:25 yearÞ21 as reasonable uncertainties in the parameters themselves.

3. Green-Function Diagnostics
The linearity of equation (1) enables the use of Green functions to trace phosphorus through its biogenic
and physical transport paths [e.g., Primeau et al., 2013; Holzer and Primeau, 2013]. The fundamental Green
function of the equation is obtained by replacing the source term on the right-hand side of (1) with
dðr2r0 Þ dðt2t0 Þ I, where I is the 2 3 2 identity matrix, and by replacing ½PI ; PO T with the corresponding
response, that is, with the Green function
"
#
GII GIO
G
;
(2)
GOI GOO
which obeys the causality condition G50 for t < t0 . Matrix element GII ðr; tjr0 ; t0 Þ is the inorganic phosphate
response at ðr; tÞ to an inorganic source at ðr0 ; t0 Þ; GIO is the inorganic remineralized phosphate response to
a DOP source, GOO is the DOP response to a DOP source, and GOI 50 because phosphate is not converted to
DOP except through uptake, which we represented by a source in (1).
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Figure 1. Schematic of the exchange between the phosphorus pools: euphotic and aphotic preformed phosphate (global mass lpre ),
regenerated phosphate (global mass lreg ), and dissolved organic phosphrous (DOP, global mass lO ). Blue arrows represent physical transport by the circulation. Both phosphate and DOP are transported as tracers in our model. Green arrows represent the biogenic particle
transport of organic phosphorus and its dissolution into the DOP pool, which is instantaneous in our model. The DOP production rate is rJ
in the euphotic zone and ð12rÞJ in the aphotic zone, with PO4 uptake rate J. Orange arrows represent the remineralization of DOP with
rate constant j. The total mass of bio phosphorus is denoted by lbio 5lreg 1lO .

From G, we calculate regenerated and preformed phosphate as well as DOP at point ðr; tÞ partitioned
according to the time ti and region Xi where the phosphorus was last in the euphotic zone (preformed PO4,
denoted by Ppre ) or last utilized (regenerated PO4 and DOP). Regenerated phosphate, denoted by Preg , is
remineralized DOP that has not yet been in contact with the euphotic layer. Once Preg reemerges in the
euphotic layer, it is relabeled as Ppre . The pathways and conversions between the phosphorus pools are
illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
To partition phosphorus into Preg and Ppre , and to compute the ﬂux of ﬁrst reemergence into the euphotic
zone, we impose fast relaxation to zero in the euphotic zone with a time scale c21
0 51 s. The fast relaxation
effectively imposes the boundary condition of zero regenerated phosphate in the euphotic zone – see also
Appendices A and B. From here on, we additionally impose this fast relaxation on GIO and GII so that the
inorganic component of G is the Green function for the regenerated phosphate system.
Using a suitable adjoint of (1), we also partition phosphorus according to the time tf and regions Xf where
the phosphorus next emerges into the euphotic zone. From these partitioned quantities and their ﬂuxes in
and out of the euphotic zone, we can compute the mass, ﬂow rate, and path-density distribution of phosphorus in transit from euphotic region Xi to euphotic region Xf (subscript index notation i and f for ‘‘initial’’
and ‘‘ﬁnal’’) as detailed in Appendices A and B.

4. Biological Pump Efficiency
Following Ito and Follows [2005], we deﬁne the global efﬁciency of the biological pump in terms of the preformed phosphate inventory. Denoting the global ocean inventory of phosphorus (in either mass units or
moles) by lP and the inventory of phosphorus within preformed and regenerated phosphate by lpre and
lreg , the global pump efﬁciency Ebio is deﬁned by
Ebio 

lP 2lpre lreg 1lO lbio
5
5
:
lP
lP
lP

(3)

In (3), we added the inventory of phosphorus in the form of DOP, lO , to account for all nonpreformed, biologically utilized phosphorus, or ‘‘bio phosphorus’’ for short. The inventory of bio phosphorus is
lbio 5lreg 1lO . While adding lO to lreg is necessary to account rigorously for all bio phosphorous, we
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estimate lO to be a mere (0.1 6 0.3)% of lP in the current state of the ocean, and one could neglect lO and
simply compute the efﬁciency as lreg =lP [e.g., Ito and Follows, 2005; Primeau et al., 2013]. Here we keep lO
for completeness and to demonstrate that one can easily track biologically utilized phosphorus through the
DOP pool before it becomes regenerated phosphate. The global biological pump efﬁciency for our estimate
of the phosphorus cycle is Ebio 5ð39 6 4)% [Primeau et al., 2013].

5. Plumbing of the Biological Pump
We now investigate how the efﬁciency of the biological pump is set by the combined physical and biogenic
transport of phosphorus between different geographic regions of the euphotic zone. To keep the analysis
manageable, we subdivide the global euphotic zone into the 14 regions Xi deﬁned in Figure 2. We identify
individual regions with abbreviations of their geographic description (e.g., SAAD for South of Antarctic
Divergence, NAAD for North of Antarctic Divergence, EEqP for Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc), all of which are
given in the caption of Figure 2. These regions have been deﬁned so that their boundaries are either contours of constant production, constant latitude, or, for the partition between the SAAD and NAAD regions,
the locus of maximum Ekman divergence in the Southern Ocean.
5.1. Pumped and Leaked Phosphorus
Each region Xi contributes to the global pump efﬁciency through the amount of phosphorus that it provides to the pump, lbio ðXi Þ, or equivalently through the amount that escapes or ‘‘leaks’’ from the pump,
lpre ðXi Þ. We therefore deﬁne the fractional bio-pump contributions bðXi Þ and the fractional leak contributions kðXi Þ as
bðXi Þ 

lpre ðXi Þ
lbio ðXi Þ
and kðXi Þ 
;
lP
lP

so that the global pump efﬁciency is simply determined by the total fraction pumped,
P
lently by the total fraction leaked, i kðXi Þ:
X
X
Ebio 5
bðXi Þ512
kðXi Þ:
i

(4)

P

i

bðXi Þ, or equiva-

(5)

i

The inventories lbio ðXi Þ and lpre ðXi Þ from each region are computed as described in Appendices A and B.
Figure 3 shows the complementary views afforded by equation (5) of how different regions contribute to
the global pump efﬁciency. The pumped fractions shown in the left slice of the pie partition the total pump
efﬁciency of (39 6 4)%. Highly productive regions contribute the most: the North of the Antarctic Divergence (NAAD), Equatorial Indian Ocean (EqInd), Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc (EEqP), Subpolar North Paciﬁc
(SubPoNP), and Equatorial Atlantic (EqA) regions account for (74 6 8)% of Ebio , with the EEqP making the
largest contribution of (25 6 4)%.
The corresponding leaked fractions are shown in the right slice of the pie of Figure 3, which partitions the
(61 6 4)% global fraction of preformed phosphate that escaped biological utilization. The euphotic zones of
the high-latitude oceans are the largest leak: the Southern Ocean (SAAD and NAAD) and the subpolar North
Paciﬁc and Atlantic regions (SubPoNP and SubPoNA) account for (96 6 1)% of the global leak, with the
SAAD and NAAD regions contributing (43 6 4)% and (32 6 1)%, respectively. The incomplete utilization of
the abundantly available macronutrients in the Southern Ocean is due to a number of limiting factors,
including low micronutrients [e.g., Dutkiewicz et al., 2006]. Equatorial regions have almost no leaks, with
large-scale upwelling of nutrients being balanced by nearly complete nutrient utilization.
The relative size of the phosphorus amount pumped or leaked from a given region Xi can be summarized
by deﬁning a local biological pump efﬁciency for each Xi as the ratio of the bio phosphorus to the total
phosphorus originating from Xi. These local efﬁciencies are indicated in Figure 2 on the map deﬁning the
Xi patches. Equatorial patches, which provide near-zero preformed phosphate because of the overall
upwelling, stand out as being nearly 100% efﬁcient. By contrast, the Southern Ocean and subpolar North
Atlantic are very inefﬁcient because they are major leaks. Subtropical regions are sources of both preformed
phosphate and bio phosphorus, and hence of intermediate efﬁciency. The subpolar North Paciﬁc is a region
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Figure 2. Partition of the global euphotic zone into 14 regions, denoted by Xi. The abbreviations that label the regions stand for: South of
Antarctic Divergence (SAAD), North of Antarctic Divergence (NAAD), Subtropical South Atlantic (SubTroSA), Subtropical South Paciﬁc (SubTroSP), Subtropical Indian Ocean (SubTroInd), Equatorial Atlantic (EqA), Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc (EEqP), Western Equatorial Paciﬁc (WEqP),
Equatorial Indian Ocean (EqInd), Subtropical North Atlantic (SubTroNA), Subtropical North Paciﬁc (SubTroNP), Subpolar North Atlantic (SubPoNA), Subpolar North Paciﬁc (SubPoNP), and Arctic (Arc). Non-Arctic regions plotted in saturated colors correspond to high-productivity
regions (NAAD, EqInd, EEqP, SubPoNP, EqA, and SubPoNA). The numbers in parentheses are the local pump efﬁciencies of each region in
percent, deﬁned as lbio ðXi ! XÞ=lP ðXi ! XÞ, where X denotes the global euphotic zone.

of high production but includes regions of high phosphate so that, in spite of large-scale upwelling, enough
preformed phosphate leaks out for a relatively low (60 6 10)% local efﬁciency.
5.2. Xi ﬁXf Phosphorus ‘‘Pipes’’
We now ask how much of the phosphate newly emerging into the euphotic zone of region Xf was last
injected by the biological pump of region Xi and how much transited to Xf after leaking from the pump of
Xi as preformed phosphate. Conceptually, we may consider the Xi ! Xf transport as deﬁning two Xi ! Xf
advective-diffusive ‘‘pipes’’: ‘‘preformed pipes’’ that transport preformed phosphate and ‘‘bio pipes’’ that
transport bio phosphorus that either remineralizes en route to, or within, destination region Xf. We emphasize that ‘‘pipe’’ here is not meant to suggest bulk-advective transport in any way and should not be confused with the purely advective nutrient streams considered by, e.g., Pelegrı and Csanady [1991], Pelegrı
et al. [1996], and Williams et al. [2006, 2011]. Instead, we use the term as a convenient metaphor for organizing our discussion of the Xi ! Xf ﬂow of phosphorus. For each of the 14 3 14 5 196 Xi ! Xf pipes, we
now quantify the amount of phosphorus that is carried, the ﬂow rate with which this phosphorus reemerges as phosphate in Xf, and the associated transport time scale of each pipe. These metrics quantify the
global ‘‘plumbing’’ of the biological pump.
Figure 4 displays the fractions of the global phosphorus inventory, lP , in the Xi ! Xf bio pipes, organized
into a matrix so that rows correspond to origin (Xi) and columns correspond to destination (Xf). Summing
these fractions over all possible Xi ! Xf bio pipes yields the global biological pump efﬁciency, Ebio . Figure
4 thus quantiﬁes both the mass within the Xi ! Xf bio pipe and its contribution to Ebio . The 11 bio pipes
carrying the largest phosphorus mass ((20 6 4)% of lP ) account for (52 6 6)% of Ebio . The pattern of the Xi
! Xf connections shows that highly productive equatorial regions, the NAAD region of the Southern
Ocean and the subpolar North Paciﬁc supply regenerated phosphate to either themselves (the relatively
large diagonal terms) or to regions of subpolar upwelling, especially the SAAD region of the Southern
Ocean. The diagonal terms quantify physical nutrient trapping whereby organic phosphorus exported by
biogenic particle transport is remineralized and returned to the euphotic zone through subsurface convergence and upwelling [e.g., Primeau et al., 2013; Holzer et al., 2014]. The subpolar regions are important conduits that connect to the interior nutrient pool through isopycnal transport along outcropping density
surfaces and through convective vertical mixing: (62 6 2)% of the bio phosphorus inventory is destined for
reexposure in the Southern Ocean.
Figure 4 also shows the fractions of lP in the Xi ! X and X ! Xf bio pipes, where X denotes the global
P
euphotic zone (X5 k Xk ). Each Xi ! X fraction is represented as a horizontal bar on the left of the
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corresponding Xi row, and
each X ! Xf fraction is represented as a vertical bar on
top of the corresponding Xf
column.
The
Xi ! X
fractions are by deﬁnition
equal to the pumped fractions bðXi Þ of Figure 3. The
X ! Xf fractions show that
the SO is where (62 6 2)% of
the global bio phosphorus
inventory ((24 6 3)% of lP )
ﬁrst reemerges into the
euphotic zone as remineralized PO4. Outside the SO,
(13 6 1)% and (10 6 1)% of
the global bio phosphorus
inventory ﬁrst reemerge as
PO4 in the SubPoNP and
EEqP euphotic zones.
Figure 5 displays the fractions of the global phosphorus inventory, lP , in the
preformed Xi ! Xf pipes:
Figure 3. The biologically pumped and leaked fractions of phosphorus for each region Xi,
These fractions quantify the
color-coded as in Figure 2. On the left, the fractions bðXi Þ  lbio ðXi Þ=lP represent the contrisize of the purely circulationbution of each patch to the global biological pump efﬁciency. On the right, the fractions kðXi Þ
 lpre ðXi Þ=lP represent the contribution of each patch to the global pump leak (global predriven Xi ! Xf preformed
formed phosphate inventory).
pipes and their contribution
to the global pump leak.
Southern Ocean trapped paths are the dominant contributors with (53 6 2)% of the global preformed PO4
inventory ((32 6 1)% of lP ) in SO ! SO transit. The Xi ! X fractions (left bar graph) are by deﬁnition equal
to the leak contributions kðXi Þ of Figure 3. The X ! Xf fractions (top bar graph) show that regardless of origin, (69 6 1)% of preformed phosphate ((42 6 2)% of lP ) is in transit to the Southern Ocean euphotic zone.
The Southern Ocean euphotic zone is thus not only the main leak of the biological pump, but also the primary recipient of preformed phosphate.
The patterns of lbio ðX ! Xf Þ and lpre ðX ! Xf Þ in Figures 4 and 5 are remarkably similar: Regenerated and
preformed phosphate reemerge into the euphotic zone with a common geographic pattern. This is consistent with the fact that the bulk of preformed phosphate enters the ocean interior at deep-water formation
sites and is hence primarily injected into deep waters, much like bio phosphorus that has access to deep
waters through biogenic particle transport. Thus, preformed phosphate and bio phosphorus, while having
different source distributions, reemerge with a similar pattern where deep waters upwell and/or are mixed
back to the surface.
5.3. Flow Rates of Bio Phosphorus
The phosphorus masses in the bio pipes set the global efﬁciency of the biological pump, but by themselves
they do not determine the Xi ! Xf transport rates. We now examine the Xi ! Xf ﬂow rates and the corresponding mean transport time scales. We only consider bio pipes here because the ﬂow rates of preformed
phosphate are completely dominated by short paths connecting Xi to itself or an abutting region. The dominance of these short paths is due to an underlying diffusive singularity that has been documented in a
number of contexts [e.g., Hall and Holzer, 2003; Primeau and Holzer, 2006]. For ﬁnite numerical resolution,
this singularity is not realized, resulting in merely large but not inﬁnite self-connections. For the bio pipes,
however, these diffusive singularities would not even manifest in the continuum limit because the ﬂow
rates are limited by (i) ﬁnite uptake in Xi (ﬁnite pumping) and by (ii) ﬁnite remineralization rate as all
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Figure 4. Percentage contributions to the biological pump efﬁciency Ebio by the Xi ! Xf bio pipes that connect last phosphate uptake in
Xi to ﬁrst phosphate reexposure in Xf, organized into matrix form. The left and top bar graphs are sums over Xf and Xi, respectively. The
left bars thus represent the Xi-to-anywhere contributions to Ebio , and the top bars represent the anywhere-to-Xf contributions to Ebio .
Summed over all matrix elements, these percentages sum to the Ebio 5ð39 6 4)% efﬁciency of the biological pump. The global inventory of
bio phosphorus is lbio ðX ! XÞ 5 1:1 Pmol. For clarity, contributions less than 0.1% have been omitted.

phosphorus in the bio pipes ﬁrst passes through the DOP pool. The Xi ! Xi self-connections are still
expected to have the largest ﬂow rates because eddy diffusion provides the fastest route back to Xi.
Figure 6 displays the ﬂow rates Ubio ðXi ! Xf Þ of the bio pipes, normalized by the corresponding global
ﬂow rate, Ubio ðX ! XÞ, where X again denotes the global euphotic zone. The expected dominance of the
eddy-diffusive transport for self-connections can be seen in the diagonal elements Xi 5Xf , which are ﬁnite
but at least an order of magnitude larger than all other terms. Because the ﬂow rate in the Xi ! Xf bio
pipe is set by the uptake rate in Xi, the largest ﬂow rates connect highly productive regions to themselves:
NAAD (16 6 3)%, EEqP (16 6 4)%, EqA (7 6 2)%, SubPoNP (6 6 1)%, and EqInd (5 6 1)%, which together
account for (49 6 8)% of the total ﬂow rate in all bio pipes. A change in j21 by 60.25 year results in less
than 10% changes in the self-teleconnection ﬂow rates. (See Appendix C for details on the sensitivity of
DOP and the remineralization rate jPO to changes in j.)
Figure 6 also shows the Xi ! X (left bar graphs) and X ! Xf (top bar graphs) ﬂow rates. The pattern of the
Xi ! X ﬂow rates is very similar to the pattern of the amount of bio phosphorus in the corresponding Xi
! X pipes (Figure 4), suggesting that Ubio ðXi ! XÞ and lbio ðXi ! XÞ are approximately proportional at
least for these large regions. The ﬂow rates regardless of origin (X ! Xf ) are largest for the SO and EEqP
receptors, both of which are characterized by strong nutrient trapping (self-connections) that is the dominant contribution to their X ! Xf ﬂow rates.
The bio pipes that make the largest contributions to Ebio are those that carry the largest bio phosphorus
mass, which does not necessarily correspond to the strongest ﬂow rate. For example, the NAAD ! SAAD
and EEqP ! SAAD bio pipes together account for (15 6 2)% of the total mass of bio phosphorus, lbio ,
but only for (5 6 3)% of the total ﬂow rate. Conversely, the NAAD ! NAAD and EEqP ! EEqP bio pipes
together only account for (10 6 1)% of the total lbio , but for (32 6 5)% of the ﬂow rate. The natural link
between the mass and ﬂow rate of the bio pipes is a measure of the mean time within the pipe, which
we examine next.
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Figure 5. Percentage contributions to the biological pump leak by the Xi ! Xf ‘‘preformed pipes’’ that connect last contact with the
euphotic zone in Xi to ﬁrst reexposure in Xf, organized into matrix form. The left and top bar graphs are sums over Xf and Xi, respectively.
The left bars thus represent the Xi-to-anywhere contributions to the pump leak, and the top bars represent the anywhere-to-Xf contributions to the pump leak. Summed over all matrix elements, these percentages sum to the (61 6 4)% leak of the biological pump. The global
inventory of preformed phosphorus is lpre ðX ! XÞ 5 1:7 Pmol. For clarity, contributions less than 0.1% have been omitted.

5.4. Time Scales
The time scale Cbio deﬁned for the Xi ! Xf pipe by the ratio
Cbio ðXi ! Xf Þ 

lbio ðXi ! Xf Þ
;
Ubio ðXi ! Xf Þ

(6)

is the mean age on exit for phosphorus analogous to the mean age on exit for ﬂuid deﬁned by Holzer et al.
[2012]. Cbio is the mean transit time from Xi to Xf averaged over the population of bio phosphorus molecules last utilized in Xi that reemerge into the euphotic zone of Xf either as regenerated PO4, or as DOP
that remineralizes there. Equivalently, because we are in steady state, Cbio is also the mean Xi ! Xf transit
time averaged over the population of phosphorus molecules utilized in Xi that are destined for reemergence in Xf as regenerated PO4 or as DOP that remineralizes in Xf. (Cbio is also the ﬁrst temporal moment of
the transit-time partitioned ﬂow-rate distribution J bio —see Appendix A.) The phosphorus mean age on
exit should not be confused with the mean transit time of phosphorus averaged over the population in
transit in the ocean interior, which is typically much longer [Holzer et al., 2012; Holzer and Primeau, 2013].
The time scale Cbio is also naturally interpreted as a mean sequestration time because, in steady state, it is
the mean time that the population of bio phosphorus molecules entering the interior at Xi spends in the
interior before reemerging into the euphotic zone at Xf.
Figure 7 shows the mean sequestration times Cbio for all Xi ! Xf , Xi ! X, and X ! Xf bio pipes, as well
as for the global X ! X bio pipe. The longest mean sequestration times of 13–16 centuries are associated
with phosphorus paths beginning in the North and tropical Atlantic and ending in the euphotic zone of the
Indian and Paciﬁc Oceans. The biogenic particle transport accesses North Atlantic Deep Water, which then
carries the phosphorus to these destinations in the deep branch of the diffusive conveyor [Holzer and Primeau, 2006, 2008]. However, these paths make only minor contributions to the biological pump efﬁciency
because the corresponding ﬂow rates are small and translate to small masses of bio phosphorus. The bio
pipes exiting in the Southern Ocean, all of which make signiﬁcant contributions to Ebio , are characterized by
mean ages on exit that range from 50 years (for NAAD ! NAAD) to 980 years (for SubPoNP ! SAAD).
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Figure 6. The normalized ﬂow rates, Ubio , of the Xi ! Xf bio pipes organized as in Figure 4. The ﬂow rates have been normalized by the
anywhere-to-anywhere (X ! X) ﬂow rate of bio phosphorus and are expressed as a percentage. The left and top bar graphs are sums
over Xf and Xi, representing the Xi ! X and X ! Xf ﬂow rates, respectively. The global anywhere-to-anywhere ﬂow rate of bio phosphorus is Ubio ðX ! XÞ 5 8:4 Tmol/year. Flow rates less than 0.1% of Ubio ðX ! XÞ have been omitted for clarity.

The shortest mean sequestration times for exit in the Southern Ocean are associated with nutrient trapping,
while the longest mean sequestration times are for paths from the North Paciﬁc, where the biogenic particle
transport injects phosphorus into very old waters. The mean sequestration time of bio phosphorus that ﬁrst
reemerges (as regenerated PO4 or remineralizing DOP) in the Southern Ocean (SAAD and NAAD) euphotic
zone, regardless of the location of last utilization, is 240 6 60 years. Bio pipes from the Southern Ocean are
associated with relatively long time scales if they start in the SAAD region associated with southward transport and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) formation, and with relatively short time scales if they start in the
NAAD region associated with northward Ekman transport and mode and intermediate waters. The exception are the NAAD-to-North Paciﬁc pipes, which have roughly 1200 year mean sequestration times because
of the very weak upwelling in the North Paciﬁc. Short return time scales of decades or less characterize all
diagonal elements of Figure 7 because of the very high ﬂow rates associated with eddy-diffusive return
ﬂow.
The global X ! X sequestration time scale is 130 6 70 years, set by global biological production and the
inventory of bio phosphorus (equivalently, by the pump efﬁciency). The longest mean phosphorus ages on
exit regardless of where entry occurred (X ! Xf ) are 430 6 30 years for exit in SAAD, 210 6 80 years for
exit in the subpolar North Paciﬁc, and 150 6 50 years for exit in NAAD. All other regions have anywhere-toXf mean sequestration times that are signiﬁcantly shorter (10–100 years). This pattern arises because the
Southern Ocean and subpolar North Paciﬁc reexpose both very old waters and nutrients, while the EEqP
upwells old waters but also a signiﬁcant proportion of relatively recently exported nutrients, leading to relatively long sequestration times for the subpolar regions and relatively short sequestration times for equatorial upwelling regions. Remarkably, the phosphorus mean age on exit anywhere (i.e., Xi ! X) is in the 100–
180 years range and insensitive to where entry occurred. This restates the fact that the Xi ! X ﬂow rates
and bio phosphorus masses are approximately proportional, as noted above. A similar feature was also evident in the study by DeVries et al. [2012], where a map of grid box ! X sequestration times shows little variation across the globe around a value of roughly 150 years except at the localized deep-water formation
regions in the North Atlantic and Weddell Sea, where the sequestration time is much longer (exceeding 400
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Figure 7. The mean sequestration times, Cbio , of the Xi ! Xf bio pipes organized as in Figure 4. The mean sequestration times of the X
! Xf and Xi ! X bio pipes have been included as a separate row and column, respectively.

years in the study of DeVries et al. [2012]). These localized effects are averaged out for our ﬂow rates that
are calculated for the large regions of Figure 2.
Although the Xi ! Xf masses, ﬂow rates, and mean sequestration times give an indication of the nature of
the nutrient paths taken by the bio phosphorus, the detailed spatial pathways through the ocean interior,
determined by both biogenic and physical transport, are not obvious a priori. We therefore quantify the
three-dimensional, transit-time partitioned paths of the bio pipes by computing their path density.
5.5. Path Densities
The path density gbio ðrjs : Xi ! Xf Þds is simply the concentration of bio phosphorus molecules at point r
that are in transit from last utilization in Xi to ﬁrst reemergence into Xf (as regenerated PO4 or remineralizing
DOP) in transit-time interval ðs; s1dsÞ. Because each bio phosphorus molecule traces out a path from Xi to
Xf, this concentration is also the density of these paths [Holzer and Primeau, 2006, 2008, 2013]. In steady state,
this path density is efﬁciently computed using forward and adjoint Green functions of the phosphorus tracer
equations as detailed in Appendices A and B.
Because the path density is very information rich, we focus on the six most massive Xi ! Xf bio pipes
(i.e., on those with the largest lbio ðXi ! Xf Þ). To summarize the transit-time dependence of the path
density, we ﬁrst analyze the transit-time partitioned mass of bio phosphorus in the pipes, which is given
Ð
Ð1
by Rbio ðt : Xi ! Xf Þ5 d3 r gbio ðrjt : Xi ! Xf Þ, so that lbio ðXi ! Xf Þ5 0 dt Rbio ðt : Xi ! Xf Þ (see
Appendix A).
Figure 8 shows the transit-time partitioned mass Rbio plotted with a logarithmic time axis to show the full
distribution. The mode of these distributions, except for the self-connected NAAD ! NAAD case, lies roughly between 200 and 400 years. For the NAAD ! SAAD, NAAD ! NAAD, and EqA ! SAAD cases, a secondary mode can be seen around residence times between 1000 and 2000 years. Basin integrals of the path
density (see Appendix D) reveal that this secondary mode is due to deep bimodal Paciﬁc paths: A century
time scale mode is associated with the deep overturning cell [Lumpkin and Speer, 2007], while a millennial
mode is presumably associated with advective-diffusive paths that stagnate in the old waters of the deep
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North Paciﬁc [Holzer and Primeau, 2006, 2008]. Interestingly, basin integrals also show that the mass of
bio phosphorus in transit from the Equatorial Atlantic to SAAD has greater contributions from paths in
the Paciﬁc and Indian Oceans than from paths in
the Atlantic. Bio phosphorus on its way to Antarctica gets swept by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
into the Indian and Paciﬁc Oceans, where some of it
can recirculate for several centuries before reemerging in the SAAD euphotic zone. The distribution Rbio for the NAAD ! NAAD case exhibits a
very fast mode of 2 decades and a very long
broad tail. The fast mode is due to nutrient trapping
and recirculation in mode and intermediate waters.
The long tail has contributions from paths in all
basins, with a bimodal contribution from the Paciﬁc
(century and millennial modes as discussed above).
To summarize the spatial pattern of the path density, we distinguish fast, medium, and slow transit
times by the 1/7 and 3/7 quantiles (ﬁrst and third
septiles) of Rbio . By deﬁnition, fast paths thus carry
1/7 of the bio phosphorus mass, medium paths carry 2/7 of the mass, and slow paths carry 4/7 of the
mass in the Xi ! Xf bio pipe, with proportional
contributions to Ebio . While this deﬁnition of fast,
medium, and slow transit-time bands is somewhat
arbitrary, experimentation with different time bands
Figure 8. The residence-time distributions Rbio ðtÞ5t J reg ðtÞ for
showed that the ﬁrst and third septiles are well
the bio pipes with the six dominant masses lbio ðXi ! Xf Þ. The
positioned to separate out different ﬂow regimes as
mean sequestration time (phosphorus mean age on exit), Cbio , is
quantiﬁed below. The ﬁrst and third septiles are
indicated as a red line and the ﬁrst and third septiles of Rbio are
indicated as vertical blue lines.
indicated on Figure 8. Except for the self-connected
NAAD ! NAAD case, the ﬁrst septile roughly tracks
the mode of Rbio , while the third septile lies between 700 and 1000 years. The mean sequestration time,
Cbio , falls between the ﬁrst and third septiles, except for the overlapping NAAD ! NAAD and abutting
NAAD ! SAAD cases. For the NAAD ! NAAD case, Cbio is much shorter than the ﬁrst septile and close to
the decadal mode.
Figure 9 displays the global zonal averages of the path density gbio integrated over the fast, medium, and
slow transit-time bands, respectively. Note that the local magnitude of the time-integrated path density is
directly proportional to its contribution to the biological pump efﬁciency. Because of their order 1000-year
time scale, the slow paths tend to lie in the abyssal ocean, are highly eddy-diffusive, and disperse the bio
phosphorus they carry throughout the world oceans. The fast paths tend to be concentrated in the directly
wind-driven thermocline. The EqA ! SAAD paths are the exception with fast paths that are more diffusive
and access upwelling Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW). Because of the eddy-diffusive component of the
transport, a general feature of the Xi ! Xf path density for nonoverlapping origin and receptor regions is
that it goes to zero close to both Xi and Xf. This is because phosphorus molecules close Xi tend to trace out
Xi ! Xi paths, and those close to Xf tend to trace out Xf ! Xf paths [Holzer, 2009; Holzer and Primeau,
2006, 2008, 2013].
Figure 9 shows that the density class ð27:0 < r0 < 27:6Þ kg m–3, broadly associated with AAIW [Talley,
1996], carries a signiﬁcant fraction of the bio phosphorus exported from the Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc
(EEqP) that is destined for the Southern Ocean, with a similar pattern for destinations SAAD and NAAD. Volume integrating gbio , we ﬁnd that the AAIW density class carries 50% of the fast and medium EEqP ! SO
paths. Regardless of transit time, the AAIW density class carries 35% of all EEqP ! SO bio phosphorus,
with the remaining 65% being carried by denser water, including CDW that upwells in the Southern
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Figure 9. The path densities of the bio pipes with the six dominant masses lbio ðXi ! Xf Þ, zonally averaged over the entire world ocean.
These are the spatial patterns associated with the distributions of Figure 8. The path densities have been integrated over the fast, medium,
and slow transit-time bands bounded by the ﬁrst and third septiles of Rbio indicated between the three panels of each Xi ! Xf pathway.
The black contours indicate the r0 isopycnals at 26.6, 27.0, 27.2, and 27.6 kg m23, with AAIW typically considered to lie between 27.0 and
27.6 kg m23.

Ocean. AAIW is commonly associated with the export of preformed nutrients out of the Southern Ocean
[e.g., Sarmiento et al., 2004; Palter et al., 2010; Holzer et al., 2014]. However, the bio phosphorus path density
reveals that eddy diffusion and recirculation in these water masses additionally allows nutrients last
exported into the deeper waters of the EEqP to return to the Southern Ocean euphotic zone. The path density furthermore shows that the long-time-scale EEqP ! SO pathways explore the entire world ocean, but
are concentrated at mid depths in the North Paciﬁc, which holds the ocean’s oldest waters.
The paths connecting the Southern Ocean to itself that contribute most to Ebio (NAAD ! SAAD and NAAD
! NAAD) are conﬁned to the Southern Ocean for the fast paths, with the NAAD ! SAAD paths extending
deeper, presumably because return to the SAAD surface occurs through deep vertical mixing. At intermediate time scales, the NAAD ! SAAD paths access the deep SO and Antarctic Bottom Water with greater density than the NAAD ! NAAD paths, which are mostly concentrated in intermediate and mode waters. At
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long time scales, both the NAAD ! SAAD and NAAD ! NAAD paths explore the abyssal ocean, with greater density for the NAAD ! SAAD paths as return to SAAD dictates access to the deep cell of the global overturning circulation.
Fast and medium time-scale paths from the Equatorial Atlantic to the SAAD region of the Southern Ocean
(EqA ! SAAD) are dominated by upwelling CDW, while for long time scales these paths lie in the abyssal
ocean. Finally, the paths from the Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc to the subpolar North Paciﬁc (EEqP ! SubPoNP)
are dominated by thermocline waters. For the EEqP ! SubPoNP paths, relatively little of the abyssal ocean
is explored even for the slow transit-time band because most of the deep paths do not connect efﬁciently
to the North Paciﬁc surface [e.g., Schmitz, 1995; Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993; Sun and Bleck, 2001;
Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000].

6. Discussion and Conclusions
We have systematically analyzed the combined biogenic and physical transport of nutrients in the global
ocean and how this transport determines the global efﬁciency of the biological pump, deﬁned by the size
of the global nonpreformed phosphorus pool. Nonpreformed phosphorus, which we have dubbed bio
phosphorus, is comprised of regenerated phosphate and DOP. Unlike previous approaches that assess the
importance of a particular region by perturbing its nutrient uptake (for example, by forcing complete utilization in the Southern Ocean) [e.g., Sarmiento et al., 2004; Primeau et al., 2013], and computing the resulting
anomaly from the unperturbed base state, we have used synthetic Green-function tracers to assess the
transport from and to speciﬁed regions within an unperturbed, data-assimilated estimate of the global
phosphorus cycle. This has the advantage of diagnosing the nutrient cycle as it operates within the current
climate, rather than diagnosing the response to altering the nutrient cycle, a response that is highly nonlinear in the perturbed biogeochemical parameters.
This work is closely related to that of DeVries et al. [2012] on sequestration efﬁciency. For the case where the
destination region is not speciﬁed, and in the limit of instant remineralization (no DOP pool), Cbio is equal to
the mean sequestration time introduced by DeVries et al. [2012]. In that case and limit, the ﬂow rate Ubio
reduces to the export production of Xi, and the transit-time partitioned ﬂow rate J bio in the Xi ! X bio
pipe is proportional to the ‘‘sequestration efﬁciency’’ of DeVries et al. [2012]. Our approach here generalizes
the results of DeVries et al. [2012] to the case of nonzero remineralization time scale (nonzero DOP pool),
and to reexposure destinations Xf that are speciﬁed subregions of the global euphotic zone. The corresponding generalized sequestration efﬁciency of a given region is the cumulative form of the ﬂow-rate distribution J bio developed here (see Appendix E where the precise connections are developed). Another key
distinction with the work of DeVries et al. [2012] is that we diagnose the nutrient transport in terms of the
interior ‘‘plumbing’’ of the biological pump, rather than solely in terms of the geographic surface distribution of the sequestration efﬁciency.
Our analysis provides a new view of the inner workings of the global biological pump that quantiﬁes the
importance of different geographic regions for pumping or leaking phosphorus, as well as the time scales
and pathways interconnecting these regions. Our key ﬁndings are as follows:
1. While biological productivity alone is insufﬁcient to guarantee high pump efﬁciency without correspondingly long sequestration times, the equatorial and subpolar regions of high productivity are nevertheless
the largest contributors to the biological pump: the Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc (EEqP), North of the Antarctic Divergence (NAAD), Equatorial Atlantic (EqA), Subpolar North Paciﬁc (SubPoNP), Subpolar North Atlantic (SubPoNA), and Equatorial Indian (EqInd) regions together account for (77 6 7)% of the pump
efﬁciency.
2. Consistent with previous studies [DeVries et al., 2012; Primeau et al., 2013], the high-latitude regions are
the largest leaks of the biological pump: the Southern Ocean (SAAD and NAAD), subpolar North Atlantic,
and subpolar North Paciﬁc, account for (96 6 1)% of the global pump leak. The SAAD and NAAD regions
of the Southern Ocean make comparable contributions to the leak of (43 6 4)% and (32 6 1)%,
respectively.
3. Of the 14 3 14 5 196 possible Xi ! Xf pathways of bio phosphorus (‘‘bio pipes’’) considered, a mere 11
carry (52 6 6)% of the biological pump efﬁciency (i.e., (20 6 4)% of the global bio phosphorus inventory).
The bio pipes contributing most to Ebio connect the Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc and Equatorial Atlantic
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oceans to the Southern Ocean (21 6 3)%, the Southern Ocean to itself (15 6 3)%, the Eastern Equatorial
Paciﬁc to the subpolar North Paciﬁc (4 6 1)%, and the Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc to itself (4 6 1)%. By contrast, more than half (53 6 2)% of the preformed inventory is carried by just the four preformed pipes
that connect the Southern Ocean to itself.
The patterns with which remineralized bio phosphorus and preformed phosphate ﬁrst reemerge into the
euphotic zone are qualitatively similar. For both bio phosphorus and preformed phosphate, the dominant receptors are the SAAD and NAAD regions of the Southern Ocean, with signiﬁcant secondary receptors in the equatorial and subpolar Paciﬁc. ð6961Þ% of the global preformed phosphate inventory and
ð6162Þ% of the global bio phosphorus inventory ﬁrst reemerge as phosphate into the Southern Ocean
euphotic zone. The similarity between bio and preformed reexposure patterns is likely due to the fact
that particle transport injects bio phosphorus into the same deep waters that carry the bulk of preformed
phosphate. Thus, preformed and bio phosphorus, while having different source distributions, reemerge
with a similar geographic pattern.
The Xi ! Xf ﬂow rates of bio phosphorus are dominated by the Xi 5Xf ‘‘self-connections’’. This is a consequence of the top-loaded power-law distribution of DOP production and the eddy-diffusive nature of
the physical circulation, which returns ﬂuid elements to the surface after a short residence time in the
interior [Primeau and Holzer, 2006; Hall et al., 2007]. The largest ﬂow rates are associated with the NAAD
! NAAD and EEqP ! EEqP bio pipes, which contribute (16 6 3)% and (16 6 4)%, respectively, to the
global anywhere-to-anywhere ﬂow of bio phosphorus, but only (5 6 1)% and (4 6 1)%, respectively, to
the efﬁciency of the biological pump.
The mean sequestration time (phosphorus mean age on exit) for the global anywhere-to-anywhere bio
pipe is 130 6 70 years, set by the global export production and the efﬁciency of the biological pump. Bio
pipes connecting the North and Equatorial Atlantic to the Indian and Paciﬁc Oceans follow the deep diffusive conveyor circulation [Holzer and Primeau, 2006, 2008] and have mean sequestration times of
1300–1600 years. Including all possible export regions (i.e., anywhere-to-Xf bio pipes), the Southern
Ocean and the subpolar North Paciﬁc have the longest mean ages on exit (150–430 years). All other
regions have anywhere-to-Xf mean ages on exit that are signiﬁcantly shorter (10–100 years). The phosphorus mean age on exit anywhere (i.e., Xi-to-anywhere) is relatively insensitive to where entry occurred
at values ranging 100–180 years, reﬂecting an approximate proportionality between the Xi ! X ﬂow
rates and bio phosphorus masses. Perturbations in biological productivity are thus expected to affect the
nutrient supply across the globe on a time scale of about a century.
The path density of bio phosphorus allowed us to quantify the three-dimensional structure of the bio
pipes. Distinct patterns were identiﬁed for the fast, intermediate, and slow paths, deﬁned so that they
carry 1/7, 2/7, and 4/7 of the bio phosphorus mass in the pipes. For the most massive, non-selfconnected bio pipes, the fast paths have transit times less than 300–400 years, while the slow paths
have transit times longer than 700–900 years. The fast paths are generally concentrated in the thermocline, medium paths additionally access upwelling CDW, while the slow paths tend to explore most of
the deep ocean. Southern Ocean self-connected slow paths and slow paths to the SAAD region of the
Southern Ocean tend to be concentrated in the abyssal ocean, while other major slow paths tend to be
concentrated in the very old waters of the middepth North Paciﬁc.
The path density revealed that the dominant bio pipes from the Eastern Equatorial Paciﬁc to the Southern Ocean (SAAD and NAAD) carry about a third of their bio phosphorus mass in the density class associated with AAIW, while the rest is carried by denser waters, including CDW. Particle export of bio
phosphorus in the equatorial Paciﬁc accesses these water masses in which the phosphorus can return to
the Southern Ocean via eddy diffusion and gyre recirculation. Thus, the Southern Ocean not only supplies tropical and Northern Hemisphere waters with preformed nutrients via mode and intermediate
waters but also receives a signiﬁcant amount of regenerated nutrients via AAIW.

Our study has a number of limitations that should be kept in mind. Chief among these is that our circulation
is steady. While the circulation represents a ventilation-weighted time average whose transport was optimized to reproduce annual-mean tracer observations, our analysis cannot capture covariances between seasonal biological productivity and seasonal physical ﬂow. Our model also has coarse resolution and
production in shallow shelf areas (less deep that the euphotic zone) has not been captured [Primeau et al.,
2013]. The phosphorus cycle itself makes approximations such as a globally uniform Martin exponent and a
single remineralization time scale [Kwon and Primeau, 2006; Primeau et al., 2013]. In a future study we plan
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to relax some of these approximations and to explore how the plumbing of the biological pump responds
to perturbations in the micronutrient supply by dynamically coupling the phosphorus and iron cycles.

Appendix A: Origin/Destination and Transit-Time Partitioned Phosphorus
Following Holzer and Primeau [2013], the contribution to Preg from production in region Xi a time t ago during time interval dt, denoted as dt greg ðr; tjXi Þ so greg is a distribution with respect to t, is given by
ð
greg ðr; tjXi Þ5 d3 r0 GIO ðr; tjr0 ; 0Þ SJðr0 Þ Xi ðr0 Þ;
(A1)
where d 3 r0 is the volume element with respect to r0 and the integral is over the entire ocean. The mask Xi is
unity everywhere beneath surface patch Xi. Similarly, the contribution to PO from production in Xi a time t
ago during dt, denoted as dt gO ðr; tjXi Þ, is given by
ð
gO ðr; tjXi Þ5 d 3 r0 GOO ðr; tjr0 ; 0Þ SJðr0 Þ Xi ðr0 Þ:
(A2)
The contribution to the bio phosphorus ﬁeld is thus given by gbio  greg 1gO .
The preformed phosphate last in contact with the euphotic zone in Xi during dt a time t ago is given by
dt gpre ðr; tjXi Þ, where gpre satisﬁes [Holzer et al., 2012]
ð@t 1T Þ gpre ðr; tjXi Þ52c0 ðrÞ ½gpre ðr; tjXi Þ2dðtÞ PI ðrÞ Xi ðrÞ;

(A3)

where c0 ðrÞ is only nonzero for points r in the euphotic zone, where c21
0 51 s, ensuring fast relaxation to the
boundary conditions. The Dirac delta function acts as a source of preformed PO4 , and for t > 0, the fast
relaxation ensures that all preformed PO4 reemerging into the euphotic zone is quickly set to zero. We thus
obtain
ð
gpre ðr; tjXi Þ5 d3 r0 GII ðr; tjr0 ; 0Þ c0 ðr0 Þ PI ðr0 Þ Xi ðr0 Þ:
(A4)
Note that here c0 controls both the source and sink for GII .
The inventories lX (total mass or moles of phosphorus) for X5 pre, reg, or O are given by
ð1 ð
lX ðXi Þ5 dt d3 r gX ðr; tjXi Þ:

(A5)

0

The total mass of bio phosphorus last taken up on Xi is lbio ðXi Þ5lreg ðXi Þ1lO ðXi Þ. The total phosphorus
P
inventory is given by lP 5 i [lbio(Xi) 1 lpre(Xi)].

A1. Phosphorus Flow Rates and Time Scales
The ﬂow rate of regenerated or preformed phosphate newly emerging into the euphotic zone of Xf, partitioned according to transit time and origin Xi follows from (A1) and (A4) as
ð
dt J X ðt : Xi ! Xf Þ  dt d3 r Xf ðrÞ c0 ðrÞ gX ðr; tjXi Þ;
(A6)
where X5 pre or reg. We note that all DOP remineralizing en route to, or within Xf, is accounted for by greg
and hence by J reg .
The masses of bio and preformed phosphorus transiting from Xi ! Xf with a transit time in the interval ðt;
t1dtÞ are thus given by
dt Rbio 5t dt J reg

and

dt Rpre 5t dt J pre :

The total Xi ! Xf mass and ﬂow rate of bio phosphorus regardless of transit time are obtained as
ð
lbio ðXi ! Xf Þ5 dt Rbio ðt : Xi ! Xf Þ;
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ð
Ubio ðXi ! Xf Þ5 dt J bio ðt : Xi ! Xf Þ:

(A9)

The mean age on exit of bio phosphorus, equal to the mean sequestration time in steady state, is given by
Cbio 5

where hxðtÞi 

ð1

ht J bio ðtÞi lbio
;
5
hJ bio ðtÞi Ubio

(A10)

xðtÞdt.
0

A2. Phosphorus Path Density
The fraction of PO4 at ðr; tÞ that will reemerge as phosphate in Xf after a transit time in the interval ðs; s1dsÞ is
~ I ðr; s2tjXf Þ. The corresponding fraction of DOP is denoted by ds G
~ O ðr; s2tjXf Þ. These quantidenoted by ds G
ties are given by
ð
~
(A11)
G I ðr; s2tjXf Þ5 d3 r0 Xf ðr0 Þc0 ðr0 Þ GII ðr0 ; s2tjr; 0Þ;
and
ð
~ O ðr; s2tjXf Þ5 d3 r0 Xf ðr0 Þc0 ðr0 Þ GIO ðr0 ; s2tjr; 0Þ;
G

(A12)

where the fast relaxation with rate constant c0 captures PO4 ﬁrst reemerging in the euphotic zone of Xf.
The Xi ! Xf path density is now simply given by the Xi ! r phosphorus contribution g multiplied by the r
~ integrated over all possible intermediate times [Holzer and Primeau, 2006, 2013]:
! Xf arrival fraction G
ðs
~ I ðr; s2tjXf Þ greg ðr; tjXi Þ;
greg ðrjs : Xi ! Xf Þ5 dt G
(A13)
0

and
gO ðrjs : Xi ! Xf Þ5

ðs

~ O ðr; s2tjXf Þ gO ðr; tjXi Þ;
dt G

(A14)

0

where s is the Xi ! Xf transit, and hence residence, time. The path density of bio phosphorus is given by
gbio 5greg 1gO .
Ð
We note that d3 r gbio ðrjt : Xi ! Xf Þ5Rbio ðt : Xi ! Xf Þ, where the spatial integral is over the entire ocean
domain. This follows from the deﬁnition of the path density in terms of the Green functions of the forward
and time-reversed adjoint phosphate cycles, and the Chapman-Kolmogorov identity [e.g., Holzer and Primeau, 2008, 2013].

Appendix B: Computational Methods
We apply the framework of Holzer and Primeau [2013, see their Appendix B]. The spatially discretized ﬁelds
are organized into column vectors whose rows map to grid locations r. The ﬁelds gpre ; greg , and gO therefore
become N-element column vectors (denoted in bold) so that we can write
"
#
"
#
gpre greg
T1L0 2jI
;
and
g5
A5
;
(B1)
0
gO
0
T1jI
where T is the N 3 N discrete version of T ; L0  diagðc0 Þ, and I is the N 3 N identity matrix. The matrix of
distributions g satisﬁes the initial value problem:
"
#
L0 PI Xi
0
ð@t 1AÞgðtÞ50
with
gð0Þ5
;
(B2)
0
SLPI Xi
where Xi is an N-element column vector for the mask Xi ðrÞ; PI  diagðPI Þ, S is the discretized matrix version of the operator S, and L  diagðcÞ. To compute the ﬁelds gX ðtÞ, we time step (B2) from the initial condition using a Crank-Nicholson scheme. Multiplying on the left by XTf V, where V is the diagonal matrix of
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volume elements d3 r, corresponds to the volume integral on the mask Xf ðrÞ, therefore the ﬁeld J X ðtÞ can
be directly computed from gðtÞ by multiplying its components on the left by XTf VL0 for the inorganic part.
Rbio ðtÞ follows from (A7). Integrating (B2) over all times yields
AhgðtÞi5gð0Þ;

(B3)

which can be solved for hgðtÞi by direct matrix inversion. The ﬂow rates UX are computed by multiplying
(B3) from the left by XTf L0 . Computing lX requires the moment htgðtÞi, which is the solution to
AhtgðtÞi5hgðtÞi;

(B4)

obtained by multiplying (B2) by t and integrating over t. Equation (B4) can be solved for htgðtÞi by direct
inversion.
~ O similarly, but use an adjoint approach for computational efﬁciency
~ I and G
We calculate the distributions G
so that we need only one tracer per patch Xf rather than one tracer per interior point r. Organizing the spa~ X into column vector G
~ X , we deﬁne
tial ﬁeld G
"
#
"
#
~I
~ 0
0
T1L
G
~
~
and
A5
G5
;
(B5)
~O
~
2jI T1jI
G

Figure C1. (left) Zonallly averaged DOP concentrations for each ocean basin (ATL, PAC, and IND). Note the logarithmic color scale. (right)
Corresponding basin-mean DOP proﬁles for the base state with j21 50:5 year, and for j21 50:25 and 0.75 year.
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where T~  V21 TT V is the adjoint of T with respect to the volume-weighted inner product, and V is the diag~ satisﬁes the adjoint ﬁnal-value problem:
onal matrix of grid volumes d3 r. G
"
#
VL0 Xf
~
~
~
;
(B6)
ð2@t 1AÞGðtÞ50
with
Gð0Þ5
0
~
~
which we time-step backward from the ﬁnal value Gð0Þ.
Note that this evolves GðtÞ
in the time-reversed
adjoint ﬂow from the ﬁnal value. Without this adjoint technique, one would need to go through the
~
expensive computation of the full 2N32N matrix of Gðr; tjr0 ; 0Þ to obtain to GðtÞ.
Integrating (26) over
time, we get
~
~
~ GðtÞi5
Ah
Gð0Þ;

(B7)

~
which we solve forhGðtÞi
by direct inversion.
The discrete versions of the path densities gX ðtÞ are computed by the convolution of the element-wise
~
product of the time-stepped gðtÞ and Gðs2tÞ.
The time-integrated path densities hgX ðtÞi are computed
~
as the element-wise product of hgðtÞi and hGðtÞi
using a change in the order of integration.

Appendix C: Sensitivity of DOP and Phosphate
Remineralization Rate
Here we quantify the sensitivity of the DOP concentration and
of the phosphate remineralization ﬁeld to the poorly known
rate constant j (inverse remineralization time scale). Figure
C1 shows the DOP concentration zonally averaged over each
basin for the base state with j21 50:5 year. The pattern of
DOP is identical to that of oxygen utilization rate (OUR) plotted by Primeau et al. [2013] for the same model, using a constant stoichiometry of RO2 :P 5170. The DOP concentration falls off
rapidly with depth in accord with the divergence of the Martin
particle-ﬂux proﬁle deﬁning the operator S in equation (1). To
quantify the sensitivity of DOP to the value of j, Figure C1 also
shows basin-mean proﬁles of DOP for j21 50:25 and 0.75 year
(i.e., j54:0 and 1.3 year21). These perturbed DOP proﬁles are to a
good approximation given by 650% of the base-state proﬁle
throughout the water column, which shows that the DOP concentration is approximately proportional to j21 .
While DOP itself is sensitive to j, the steady-state phosphate distribution only depends on the phosphate remineralization rate per
unit volume, jPO . Figure C2 plots jPO expressed as OUR using
½OUR5RO2 :P j PO , with RO2 :P 5170, for the base state and for the
two perturbed cases with j54:0 and 1.3 year21. The OUR in Figure
C2 can be compared with the observational estimates of OUR by
Sonnerup et al. [2013, 2015] for the Paciﬁc. These observations show
magnitudes of 10 6 5 lmol kg21 yr21 around 100–200 m depth
and a rapid decay to near zero by 800 m depth, consistent with our
modeled OUR. Figure C2 also shows that the sensitivity of jPO is
roughly 65% near the surface, consistent with the 10% sensitivity
of the self-connected ﬂow rates to the same changes in j.
Figure C2. Basin-mean proﬁles of the model’s
phosphate remineralization rate per unit volume,
j½DOP, expressed as oxygen utilization rate
½OUR5RO2 :P j½DOP, with RO2 :P 5170. Shown is
the base state for j21 50:5 year, together with
solutions for j21 50:25 and 0.75 year.
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Appendix D: Basin Integrals of the Bio
Phosphorus Path Density
Figure D1 shows the path densities gbio ðrjt : Xi ! Xf Þ volume
integrated over each ocean basin above and below 1000 m depth.
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For a given origin Xi and destination Xf, summing these
integrals over all basins and over the upper and lower
components gives the corresponding residence-time distribution Rbio ðt : Xi ! Xf Þ shown in Figure 8. Further
integrating the curves of Figure D1 over transit time
quantiﬁes the mass of bio phosphorus in Xi ! Xf transit
that resides in the upper or lower basin. (Note that Figure
D1 has a logarithmic time axis so that the transit-time
integral is not simply the area under the curve on the
plot.)
Figure D1 shows that the phosphorus in the Xi ! Xf
bio pipes considered resides mostly below 1000 m
depth, with residence times of several centuries. As
discussed in section 5.5, the deep Paciﬁc distributions
(dashed blue lines) of the NAAD ! SAAD, NAAD !
NAAD, and EqA ! SAAD bio pipes are bimodal, with a
distinct millennial mode. The deep, slow bio-phosphorus paths are particularly important for Ebio because
they carry a large portion of the global regenerated
phosphate inventory. For the NAAD ! NAAD bio pipe,
the partition between upper and lower paths conﬁrms
that the early decadal peak of its Rbio distribution is
due to nutrient trapping and recirculation in the upper
Southern Ocean.

Appendix E: Connection With
Sequestration Efficiency Distribution
Ð
Figure D1. Volume integrals V d 3 r gbio ðrjtÞ of the bio phosphorus path density over the upper and deep Atlantic (red),
Paciﬁc (blue), and Indian Ocean (green). The solid lines indicate the integrals over the upper 1000 m of the basin, while
the dashed lines indicate the integral over the basin below
1000 m depth.

The sequestration efﬁciency EðtjXi ; ti Þ of surface region
Xi at time ti deﬁned by DeVries et al. [2012] is the fraction
of the phosphate exported in Xi (generalized to bio
phosphorus here) that has remained sequestered in the
aphotic interior for a time t or longer, regardless of where
it next reemerges into the euphotic zone. Note that Xi
can be shrunk to a single grid box or taken to the continuum limit when sums over patches become surface
integrals. Here we develop the relation between EðtjXi ; ti Þ and our partitioned ﬂow rates.
The bio phosphorus mass that was injected in Xi during time interval ðti ; ti 1dti Þ, and that remains in the
ocean without emerging as phosphate into the euphotic zone for a time t or longer, can be obtained as the
Xi ! X ﬂow rate J bio accumulated from time ti 1t onward. Denoting this mass by /bio dti so that /bio has
units of moles per unit injection time, we thus have

dti /bio ðti 1tjXi ; ti Þ5dti

ð1

dt0 J bio ðti 1t 0 jXi ! X; ti Þ:

(E1)

t

The total bio phosphorus (regardless of sequestration time) exported at Xi during ðti ; ti 1dti Þ is given by
Ubio ðXi ! X; ti Þdti . Thus, by deﬁnition, and after cancelling the dti, we have

EðtjXi ; ti Þ5

/bio ðti 1tjXi ; ti Þ
:
Ubio ðXi ! X; ti Þ

(E2)

Ð1
Using the relation (E1) between /bio and J bio , plus the fact that Ubio ðXi ! X; ti Þ5 0 dt0 J bio ðti 1t 0 jXi ! X; ti Þ,
it is apparent that E is the (complementary) cumulative distribution of the normalized transit-time partitioned
Ð1
ﬂow rate J bio . It follows that Cbio ðXi ! X; ti Þ5 0 EðtjXi ; ti Þdt and
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(E3)

as can be veriﬁed analytically by explicit calculation.
In the model of DeVries et al. [2012], which carries no DOP and has a single-grid-layer euphotic zone (or represents the euphotic layer as a 2D surface in the continuum limit), the sequestration efﬁciency becomes
independent of phosphate uptake and hence export production. This is because (i) without DOP, /bio
becomes export production, and (ii) because with a single grid layer euphotic zone (or 2D euphotic surface),
/bio becomes simply proportional to Ubio , which cancels in (E2).
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